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Abstract. Advancements in self-assembly and nanotechnology will require mul-
tiple assembly “codes” to be executed simultaneously. At the molecular level this
will require fidelity or orthogonality in molecular recognition events. To explore the
limits of orthogonal assembly, association constants (K

assoc
) and dimerization con-

stants (K
dimer

) were measured with a known series of matched and mismatched
recognition units in chloroform. Using the available complexation constants, fidel-
ity, defined as [concentration of desired complexes]/[all complexes], was modeled
for several component mixtures allowing general conditions for high fidelity assem-
bly to be elucidated.

1. INTRODUCTION
A remarkably diverse “tool kit” containing molecular
recognition units is now available for supramolecular
construction. In particular, there are heterocyclic mod-
ules that present three contiguous hydrogen-bonding
sites in all possible arrangements (i.e., AAA, AAD,
ADD, DDD)1,2 and heterocycles presenting nearly all of
the arrangements of four contiguous sites have been
reported.3,4 However, most applications have utilized a
single complementary pair of recognition units. Clearly
the field has advanced to the point where one can now
consider more complex supramolecular architectures
containing multiple, independent hydrogen-bonding
motifs. For example, selective assembly could lead to
applications in dynamic combinatorial synthesis, bot-
tom up device fabrication, and innumerable supramo-
lecular polymers and other advanced materials.

Scattered reports have appeared addressing issues of
competitive equilibria,5 fidelity of assembly,6 and self-
sorting,7 but to our knowledge there is currently no
common framework to discuss the quality of these more

complex multi-component recognition systems. Herein
we measure undesired cross-recognition in several com-
monly used triply and quadruply hydrogen-bonded
complexes to assess the likelihood of orthogonal recog-
nition. Modeling of the equilibria in several multi-com-
ponent systems allows us to introduce a framework for
discussing fidelity8 and the requirements for producing
complex supramolecular systems capable of pro-
grammed self assembly.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 Hydrogen-Bonding Modules Used for Modeling
The hydrogen-bonding modules used in this study

are shown in Fig. 1. Unknown association constant
(Kassoc) and dimerization constant (Kdimer) values were
determined by titration or dilution using 1H NMR to
monitor protons involved in hydrogen bonding. The
binding isotherms or dilution curves were analyzed in
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Table 1. Kassoc
 or Kdimer values (M–1) in CDCl3 at 298 K of

modules forming triple hydrogen-bonded complexes. G·C,
C·C, and G·G: ref 9; T·DAP, T·T, and DAP·DAP: ref 10

G C DAP T

G 1000 2.7 × 104  < 1  < 1
C 30 < 10 < 10
DAP  < 1  500
T   4

Table 2. Kassoc
 or Kdimer values (M–1) in CDCl3 at 298 K of

modules forming quadruple hydrogen-bonded complexes.
DeAP·DeAP: ref 6a; UPy·UPy: ref 11; UPy·DAN: ref 12

DeAP UPy DAN

DeAP 8.5 × 107   1 × 108 5 × 105

UPy 5.7 × 107 5 × 106

DAN < 10

Fig. 1. Hydrogen-bonding modules used in this study.

the standard fashion to give the data in Tables 1 and 2. In
several cases no change in the NMR spectrum was
detected, even upon addition of 20 equivalents of guest
to host, indicating the association was very weak. In
these cases an upper limit was assigned, and the com-
plexes or dimers were ignored in the modeling.

In all cases we assume that the association constant
represents the formation of dimers from the monomeric
components. Additionally, several of the hydrogen-
bonding modules studied are capable of more than one
mode of dimerization due to the presence of multiple
protomeric and conformational forms. In the modeling
presented here we do not consider these forms sepa-
rately; therefore the binding constant and the concentra-
tions of complexes reported represent the sum of any
isomeric complexes present. The modules studied
herein represent those in common use, and it is antici-
pated that the results obtained may be generalized to
other recognition units, at least qualitatively.

Modules with Quadruple Hydrogen-Bonding Arrays

Modules with Triple Hydrogen-Bonding Arrays
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2.2 Modeling Studies and Introduction of Fidelity
To begin an investigation into the nature of complex

supramolecular systems, we began by asking if it was
possible for DeAP and UPy to self-associate indepen-
dently in a common solution. Using the Kassoc values in
Table 2, the equilibrium concentrations of all of the
species present in solutions were plotted for varying
analytical concentrations of DeAP and UPy. Figure 2
shows a representative plot in which DeAP is being
added to a 10 mM UPy solution.

As would be predicted by examining the Kassoc and
Kdimer values, addition of DeAP not only forms the
desired DeAP dimers but also significantly breaks up
the UPy dimers to form heterocomplex UPy·DeAP.
Figure 2 indicates that heterocomplexation would be a
significant problem in trying to develop a supramolecu-
lar system based on the independent self-association
(orthogonal recognition) of DeAP and UPy. This is not
a surprising result, but it does illustrate the principles
involved in such multi-component systems. With the
goal of determining conditions in which DeAP and UPy
homodimers might dominate and to provide a frame-
work for analyzing other supramolecular systems, we
define the quantity fidelity by the following equation

The fidelity represents the mole fraction of desired com-
plexes in a particular supramolecular system. In the case
where the UPy and DeAP homodimers are the desired
species, the fidelity would be defined as

Figure 3 is a plot of fidelity for the case where DeAP
is added to a 10 mM solution of Upy (i.e., Fig. 2). The
inset plots the fidelity to the point where 25 equivalents
of DeAP have been added.

The fidelity plot has a minimum of 0.58 at the point
where CDeAP = CUPy and approaches 1 as CDeAP is either
increased or decreased. This dependence of the fidelity
on CDeAP indicates that the fidelity of this system is
determined by both the equilibrium constants of the
various complexes and the stoichiometry of the species
that make up those complexes. As such, the fidelity at
very low and very high CDeAP is an artifact of the way it is
defined. When one component is at much higher con-
centration than the other, its dimer dominates, so even
though very little of the minor component exists as a
dimer, the fidelity is high.

Given the above finding, it is clear that the fidelity at
1:1 stoichiometry better reflects the inherent fidelity of
the system as expressed by the equilibrium constants.
Thus, the fidelity at 1:1 stoichiometry is defined as the
intrinsic fidelity. It is interesting to note that if all of
the equilibrium constants in the UPy/DeAP system
were equal, there would be an equal amount of all
the complexes at 1:1 stoichiometry, and the intrinsic
fidelity would be 0.67. Because the intrinsic fidelity in
Fig. 3 is somewhat lower (0.58), the system favors the
heterocomplex, a conclusion consistent with Kassoc

(UPy·DeAP) > Kdimer (UPy2, DeAP2).
In the modeling above, the concentration of one

component was held fixed while the other was varied.
Figure 4 shows the fidelity as a surface in which CDeAP

and CUPy are both varied independently from 1 µM to
1 M. In this case the intrinsic fidelity, seen as the trough
in Fig. 4, varies from 0.51 to 0.58, with an average value

Fig. 2. Equilibrium concentrations of species present in a
10 mM solution of UPy and the indicated amount of DeAP.

Fig. 3. Fidelity of supramolecular system described in
Fig. 2.
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of 0.57. The intrinsic fidelity varies due to a dilution
effect. As the concentration of the solution decreases,
complexation becomes less favorable according to the
relative values of the association constants.

A very different-looking plot is seen when modeling
mixtures of UPy and DAN, where high fidelity is con-
sidered to be preferential formation of hetero-complex
UPy·DAN (Fig. 5). Here a ridge with a maximum at 1 M
runs roughly along the diagonal representing a 1:1 sto-
ichiometry but with a slight bend toward higher CDAN.
As a result of the curvature there is a significant effect of
dilution on the intrinsic fidelity, which drops from 0.99
to 0.46, over the concentration range 1 M to 1 µM.
Moving off the ridge, there is a rapid drop-off to low
fidelity. Thus, despite the high stability of the
UPy·DAN complex, it will form with high fidelity only
under a narrow range of concentration conditions.

Another system examined mixtures of the triply hy-
drogen-bonded complexes G·C and T·DAP. In this ex-
ample the fidelity is defined as

 

The DAP2, G·DAP, and G·T complexes were ex-
cluded from the modeling because they were not ob-
served during the NMR experiments (vide supra). In the
limit where all the equilibrium constants are the same
and the four components have equal analytical concen-
trations, a fidelity of 0.29 can be calculated. The actual
fidelity is shown in Fig. 6, again plotted over the range
from 1 µM to 1 M, with the constraint that CG = CC and
CDAP = CT. The plot qualitatively resembles that in
Fig. 4, and, indeed, the rise from the trough again repre-
sents an artifact, wherein the complex at high concentra-

tion (either G·C or T·DAP) dominates the calculation of
fidelity. The major difference with Fig. 4 is the vertical
axis, which has a narrow range from 0.94 to 1.0, indicat-
ing high fidelity across the entire surface. The high
fidelity, which is well above the 0.29 value calculated
above, can be attributed to the relatively small associa-
tion constants of the undesired complexes.

Over the range from 1 µM to 1 M the intrinsic fidelity
varies from 0.96 to 0.98 with an average value of 0.97.
Importantly, the intrinsic fidelity means that 97% of the
complexes present are the desired ones (i.e., G·C and
T·DAP), but it does not mean that 97% of the total
species present are the desired complexes. For example,
in a solution that is 10 mM in G, C, and DAP, there is a
significant amount of uncomplexed DAP at the point
where 1 equivalent of T has been added, due to the
relatively low association constant for the T·DAP com-
plex of only 500 M–1. In fact, there are still significant

Fig. 4. Fideliy of DeAP/UPy system over analytical concen-
trations ranging from 1 µM to 1 M in each component.

Fig. 5. Fidelity of UPy/DAN system.

Fig. 6. Fidelity of G/C/T/DAP system.
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amounts of free DAP in solution even after the addition
of 2.5 equivalents of T.

In further considering the G·C/T·DAP system,
Fig. 7 shows the fidelity wherein three of the compo-
nents are held constant at 10 mM and the fourth compo-
nent X (CX, analytical concentration of X) is added.
Because each of the four components varies in the de-
gree to which it can pair with the other three and disrupt
the preformed complex, the fidelities of these solutions
vary quite differently as the different X are added. The
important, if somewhat obvious, implication is that cer-
tain types of stoichiometric imbalances affect fidelity
more than others.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to compare the fidelities
of supramolecular systems that are not defined in simi-
lar ways. In the previous examples, a frame of reference
was provided by indicating what the fidelity would be if
all of the association constants and analytical concentra-
tions were equal. This frame of reference changes de-
pending on how the fidelity is defined. For example,
looking at the DeAP/UPy system, if the heterocomplex
is the desired species, the limit of equal association
constants and analytical concentrations would predict a
fidelity of 0.33. However, if the homocomplexes were
the desired species, then the limit would be 0.66. To
allow for a direct comparison of supramolecular sys-
tems in which the fidelity is defined in different terms
we introduce the term specific fidelity, which is defined
as follows

where α is the limit of the fidelity at equal association
constants and equal analytical concentrations. Notice

that the specific fidelity can take a negative value, indi-
cating that the desired complexes are disfavored by the
equilibrium constants. Of course, large positive specific
fidelities are optimum. The specific fidelity can be de-
fined for any analytical concentrations and therefore can
be plotted in a manner similar to the fidelity. A plot of
the specific fidelity for the DeAP/UPy system where the
homocomplexes are desired is shown in Fig. 8. The
fidelity of this system was plotted in Fig. 4.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Table 3 contains a summary of the systems modeled
above, plus some additional permutations that can be
modeled from the association data described above.

Evaluation of the data in Table 3 indicates that sys-
tems based on the DeAP and UPy hydrogen-bonding
modules appear to give only modest to poor fidelity.
The three-component system based on DeAP dimers
and the UPy·DAN heterocomplex shows the most
promising fidelity of these; however, in all cases the
large Kdimer and Kassoc seen with DeAP and UPy reduces
the fidelity of any supramolecular system involving
them. There is a marked improvement observed with the
four-component G/C/T/DAP system where the desired
species do not complex with such promiscuity; how-
ever, the relatively low binding constant of the T·DAP
dimer makes this system non-ideal for some applica-
tions. The modeling presented here indicates that
despite the large supramolecular tool kit available there
is still a need for non-promiscuous, high-affinity
hydrogen-bonding modules. In this regard, a recently
reported quadruply hydrogen-bonded complex between
DAN and a guanosine urea (UG) appears especially
promising.13

Fig. 7. Fidelity plot of G/C/T/DAP system as the analytical
concentrations of different components are varied.

Fig. 8. Specific Fidelity of DeAP/UPy system with homocom-
plexes as the desired species.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

4.1 Materials and Complexation Studies
The compounds used in the 1H NMR studies were prepared

using known methods1,2a,c,3a,b and the Kdimer and Kassoc measure-
ments were made using standard methods.

4.2 Procedures for Modeling Fidelity
Calculations carried out for the purpose of this modeling

were performed in either a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or a
specially written Java application. Although the following
descriptions do not encompass all of the modeling presented in
this paper, they are representative, and almost all systems of
complex equilibria can be treated in a similar manner.

DeAP/UPy Model
In this model the following equilibria were considered

using the experimentally determined Kassoc and Kdimer values:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Additionally, an analytical concentration, C, was defined for
DeAP and UPy that represents the concentration of DeAP
or UPy regardless of the form it may be in at equilibrium.

Using the above equilibria the analytical concentrations are as
follows:

   (4)

(5)

The above equations represent the mass balance for DeAP and
UPy, respectively.

The goal of this model was to determine the concentration
of all the species at equilibrium in a solution of analytical
concentrations CDeAP and CUPy. The equilibrium expressions
and mass balances defined above give five independent equa-
tions. The equilibrium constants are determined from experi-
ment, leaving seven unknowns:

[DeAP], [UPy], [(DeAP)2], [(UPy)2],
[(DeAP:UPy)], CDeAP, CUPy

To determine these values, CUPy and the equilibrium concentra-
tion of DeAP, [DeAP] were specified. With CUPy and [DeAP]
specified, there are five unknowns and five equations, allow-
ing for the determination of the rest of the equilibrium concen-
trations and CDeAP, the amount of DeAP that would have been
added initially to reach those equilibrium concentrations.

The process began with the mass balance for UPy, given in
eq 5 above, and the equilibrium constants defined in eqs 2 and
3. The expressions for the equilibrium constants can be rewrit-
ten as shown below:

  (6)

(7)

And then substituted into the UPy mass balance to give

(8)

Table 3. Comparison of complex supramolecular systems

model desired intrinsic specific
complexes fidelity at 1 M α fidelity at 1 M

DeAP/UPy DeAP2 & UPy2 0.58 0.67 –0.9
DeAP⋅UPy 0.42 0.33   0.09

DeAP/DAN DeAP⋅DAN 0.89 0.33   0.56

UPy/DAN UPy⋅DAN 0.99 0.33   0.66

DeAP/UPy/DAN UPy⋅DAN & DeAP2 0.74 0.33   0.41
DeAP⋅DAN & UPy2 0.16 0.33  –0.17

G/C/DAP/T G⋅C & T⋅DAP 0.98 0.29   0.69
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Equation 8 can be rewritten in the standard form of a quadratic
equation by factoring out the [UPy] term and subtracting CUPy

from both sides. The result is shown below:

(9)

[UPy] therefore can be determined using the quadratic formula

(10)

Where

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

The values of CUPy and [DeAP] were specified, therefore the
values associated with eqs 13 and 14 can be determined and
used in eq 10 to find [UPy]. At this point the values for
[DeAP], [UPy], and CUPy have been determined or specified.
The equilibrium concentrations of UPy2 and DeAP·UPy can
be determined from eqs 6 and 7, and the equilibrium concen-
tration of DeAP2 can be determined from eq 1 as shown below:

(15)

Now that all of the equilibrium concentrations are known,
CDeAP can be calculated from the DeAP mass balance given in
eq 4.

The above solution works well for plotting equilibrium
values in two dimensions, as CDeAP is varied for a fixed CUPy;
however in preparing surfaces it would be much easier to
calculate the equilibrium concentrations as one varies CDeAP

and CUPy directly. To plot a variable as a function of CDeAP and
CUPy, a Java application was written that uses the specified CUPy

and scans through a range of [DeAP] until the calculated CDeAP

matches the desired CDeAP. The equilibrium values are then
stored in arrays that, once full, are written to tab-delimited text
files, which can be imported into a spreadsheet program for
plotting.

G/C/T/DAP Model
In this model the following equilibria were considered

using the experimentally determined Kassoc and Kdimer values:

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

Additionally, one can define an analytical concentration, C,
for G, C, T, and DAP that represents the concentration of G,
C, T, or DAP regardless of the form it may be in at equilib-
rium. Using the above equilibria, the analytical concentrations
can be written as follows:

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

The above equations represent the mass balance for G, C,
T, and DAP, respectively. At this point, there are the 11
equations indicated above and 15 unknowns, as follows:

[G], [C], [DAP], [T], [(G)2], [(C)2], [(T)2], [(G:C)],
[(T:DAP)], [(C:DAP)], [(C:T)], CG, CC, CT, CDAP
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Method 1
Method 1 was used in preparing the 2D plots. It allows for

the analytical concentrations of three of the species to be
individually set, and then determines the equilibrium concen-
tration of all of the present species and the fourth analytical
concentration as an equilibrium concentration is varied. We
began with the mass balance for DAP, given by eq 26, and the
equilibrium constants defined in eqs 17 and 21. The equilib-
rium equations can be rewritten as shown below:

(27)

(28)

and then substituted into the DAP mass balance to give

(29)

Rewriting eq 29 to solve for the equilibrium concentration of
DAP yields

(30)

Equation 30 gives a method for calculating [DAP] given val-
ues for the equilibrium concentrations of T and C. The equi-
librium expressions given by eqs 16, 19, 21, and 22 can
likewise be rewritten and substituted into the mass balance for
C, given by eq 24, to yield

(31)

Equation 31 can be rewritten in the standard form of a qua-
dratic equation by factoring out the [G] term and subtracting
CC from both sides. The result is shown below:

(32)

[C] therefore can be determined using the quadratic formula
(eq 10)

where

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

Equation 32 provides a method for determining [C], given [G],
[DAP], and [T]. In a similar manner, the equilibrium expres-
sions 16 and 18 can be substituted into the G mass balance,
and equilibrium expressions 17, 20, and 22 can be substituted
into the T mass balance to yield the following expressions,
which have been rewritten in quadratic form:

From the G mass balance

(37)

From the T mass balance

(38)

[G] therefore can be determined using the quadratic formula
(eq 10)

where

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

Likewise, [T] can also be determined using the quadratic
formula (eq 10)

where

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

Equation 30 allows calculation of [DAP] if the values of [T]
and [C] are known, while eq 32 allows one to calculate [C] if
[G], [DAP], and [T] are known. Equation 37 allows calcula-
tion of [G] if one knows [C], and, finally, eq 38 allows calcula-
tion of [T] if [C] and [DAP] are known. Equations 30, 32, 37,
and 38 can be solved simultaneously through a process of
successive approximations.

Method 2
Method 2 was used for preparing 3D plots. It applies the

constraint that CG = CC and CDAP = CT. In performing the
calculation, CDAP = CT is chosen, and a range of [C] is scanned
through. Equations 30 and 38 were used to calculate [DAP]
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and [T]; however, to calculate [G] with equation 37, one needs
to know CG. To get around this return to the mass balances for
G and C, this method applies the constraint that they must be
equal, therefore allowing one to write

(47)

The [(G:C)] term appears on both sides and can therefore
be eliminated. Plugging the appropriate equilibrium constants
into eq 50, as done previously, yields

  (48)

Because a range of [C] is being scanned through, it is best to
rewrite eq 51 in the form of a quadratic equation to solve for
[G], as shown below

(49)

[G] therefore can be determined using the quadratic formula
(eq 10)

where

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

At this point, all of the equilibrium concentrations can be
determined using a successive approximation method similar
to that used in method 1. The points for the 3D plots were
generated using a Java application, as described in the DeAP/
UPy model.
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